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ABSTRACT 

The role of public financial institutions in agricultural education and extension has 

received less attention. In this study, quantitative SWOT analysis was used to determine 

the strategy of the Agricultural Bank of Iran in education and extension of 

entrepreneurship and innovation in agriculture sector. Based on the literature review and 

global experiences, the Public-Private Partnership (PPP) framework was considered. For 

this purpose, the multi-criteria decision making models were used along with the 

combination of SWOT and Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) methodologies. The 

analysis of AHP-SWOT results in two-dimensional graphic space emphasizes the need for 

the bank to adopt aggressive strategies, which means following different combinations of 

the mentioned strengths and opportunities. According to the findings of this research, the 

most important strengths of the bank and the coefficient of importance of each (in 

parentheses) include branches across the country (0.6), trust in the bank as a 

governmental institution (0.25), and the developmental nature of the bank (0.15). The 

most important opportunities include the possibility of increasing productivity in the 

agricultural sector (0.35), innovation in financial area (0.28), international cooperation 

(0.24), and Internet impact and cyberspace (0.13). This study provides new insights into 

the role of a financial institution from the perspective of education and extension in 

agricultural sector.  The important novelty of this study is that it develops a framework in 

which the preferred strategy of public institution can be identified in PPP programs.  

Keywords: Internet impact, Public institution, Public Private Partnership, Rural 

development.  

INTRODUCTION 

Entrepreneurship and innovation are a 

viable necessity to establish sustainable 

development in rural areas. However, 

developing entrepreneurship is facing some 

obstacles, one of which pertains to 

educational issues.  Education can still be 

delivered by government and governmental 

sectors, but this is loaded with considerable 

inefficiencies. On the other hand, non-

governmental sector per se, does not have 

the required motivation and interest for 

educating entrepreneurship among rural 

peoples either. The models used around the 

world to combine the governing roles of 

administrations simultaneously with the use 

of private sector competency are generally 

called Public Private Partnership (PPP) 

(FAO, 2016). It should be noted that PPP is 

not a specific method; rather, it is a 

statement to describe any partnership 

between government and non-government 

sectors to offer public and corporate 

governing services that encompass a vast 

array of different models (World Bank, 
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2012). Agricultural Bank of Iran is a 

development bank and, as a public 

institution, has to play the role of developing 

agri-sector. Therefore, by focusing on the 

importance of education and extension, this 

paper tries to determine the preferred 

strategy approach for partnership of 

Agricultural Bank as a specialized and 

financial institution in the field of 

agriculture. In the methodology and data 

section, we will provide some examples of 

the role of the bank and its allocation of 

loans to entrepreneurial activities.   

Due to the successful experience in the 

world and the requirements and issues that 

need to be considered in designing models, 

the purpose of this paper is to determine the 

preferred strategy approach for partnership 

of development banks, especially those in 

agriculture sector, in terms of education of 

rural entrepreneurship and innovation.  

Innovation in agriculture is necessary to 

achieve food security and sustainable 

development (Zwane, 2020). Various studies 

have been conducted in connection with 

educating development of agriculture and 

innovation, for instance Dabson et al. (2003) 

designed entrepreneurial activities and 

amass information about organizations, 

plans, and supportive activities for 

entrepreneurship in rural areas. Researches 

reveal that, in economic theories, special 

attention is paid to the self-motivated 

economic activities in a form of 

entrepreneurship in rural areas, and that 

economic development and entrepreneurship 

have a tight interrelation (Bradley et al., 

2012). Farmers may be the source of 

innovation in agricultural communities and a 

potential source for entrepreneurship 

(Boland, 2012). McElwee (2005) assumes 

entrepreneurship as a process of running a 

business plus its management, continuation, 

and growth. Robert and Sternberg (2004) 

define rural entrepreneurship as a set of 

three predicates as follows: first, a power 

mobilizing other resources to respond to an 

unanswered request in the market; second, 

the ability to create something from nothing; 

and third, the process of creating value by 

means of marrying a unified set of resources 

in line with utilizing an opportunity. After 

all, what could be defined for the definition 

of rural entrepreneurship is the innovative 

application of resources and amenities in 

rural areas in line with hunting business 

opportunities. Karimi and Niknami (2020) 

found that it was necessary to emphasize on 

topics such as cost reduction methods, 

marketing methods for products, and 

economic management of farms to help 

producers improve their annual income. 

PPP models, for which there are various 

definitions by international authorities, are a 

set of models used for investment in 

infrastructures that have been prominent for 

the last two decades throughout the world. 

The definition used by the World Bank 

(2012) states that “public private partnership 

is partnership of non-governmental sector to 

offer services and infrastructures that have 

been traditionally offered by the 

government. This model of partnership 

guarantees taking risks by each and every 

party in a long term framework”. Food and 

Agriculture Organization (FAO) defines 

PPP in compliance with the World Bank 

(FAO, 2016). Studying PPP in innovation in 

the agri-sector of Latin American countries 

during 2007, Hartwich et al. (2007) pointed 

out the social and economic benefits of this 

kind of partnership. 

One of the problems in terms of education 

and extension of innovation relates to 

operational costs, literally transaction costs 

including financing cost (Spielman et al., 

2010; Hall et al., 2002). Innovation should 

be supported by financial system and it 

should consider the probability of failure 

(Hsu et al., 2014). The concept of financing 

agriculture has been studied by some 

researchers. Onyiriuba et al. (2020) 

investigated strategic policies of 

governments for financing the sector in 

emerging markets. Liu et al. (2021) studied 

the impacts of rural financial development 

on agricultural innovation in China. There 

are also other types of banks in agriculture 

sector that should be noticed in the 

literature. Middleton et al. (2018) study the 
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experiences of food banks in high-income 

countries. They define food banks as “a 

centralized warehouse or clearinghouse 

registered as a non-profit organization for 

collecting, storing, and distributing food 

(donated/shared), free of charge, to front line 

agencies, which provide supplemental food 

and meals to the hungry.” Although food 

banks are not financial institutions, their 

performance can be noticed as a new 

subject. Li et al. (2021) investigate the role 

of grain banks in China. These banks are 

organizational innovation in China and their 

role is to reduce food security costs. They 

expressed that low efficiency of public 

banks is one of the main challenges, and 

they suggest privatization as a solution. The 

role of financial technology (Fin-Tech) in 

innovation at agriculture in recent years has 

been highlighted and concepts such as 

mobile money and block chain technology 

are the driver of innovation in the sector.  

(McIntosh and Mansini, 2018).  

In addition, the role of financial institution 

for education in agriculture is discussed in 

different research including financial 

literacy through financial education 

programs (Meier and Sprenger; 2013, Xu 

and Zia 2012), risks and returns in rural area 

(Samphantharak and Townsend, 2018).  

European Investment Bank (2019) focuses 

on 5 types of financial institutions including 

public banks, commercial banks, private 

equity, corporate venture capital, and 

cooperative and foundations. They describe 

that public banks can use blended finance 

and add public grant for financing 

innovation in agriculture. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Research Methodology and Data 

The Agricultural Bank has had some roles 

in extension and educating entrepreneurship 

and innovation in the agricultural sector. 

These include specialized training courses 

for fish farming in cages and greenhouse 

cultivation for agricultural experts in order 

to use the environment effectively and 

compatibly, as well as developing the 

agricultural sector, supporting the exhibition 

for the role of women entrepreneurs in 

sustainable development, and supporting 

exhibition of the capabilities of Iranian 

villagers (Agricultural Bank, 2021). Also, 

this bank, like other financial institutions, 

has allocated loans to entrepreneurial 

activities in two scales of micro and macro 

projects, the results of which can be seen in 

Table 1.  

This research is based on expert judgment. 

The research method is quantitative and 

descriptive-survey type and is applied in 

terms of purpose. The SWOT analysis and 

Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP) are 

used in combination for determining the 

strategy. Although SWOT methodology is a 

good basis for formulating effective 

strategies, it has weaknesses in terms of 

measurement and evaluation of models (Hill 

and Westbrook, 1997). In fact, in traditional 

SWOT model, the importance of factors to 

determine the impact would not be any 

quantitative factor. As such, it was not a 

suitable tool to determine the relative 

importance (Kajanus et al., 2004). In most 

cases, the results obtained from SWOT are 

merely a deficient list of internal and 

external quality factors (Kangas et al., 

2003). To remove the weak points of the 

measurement and evaluation in SWOT 

analysis, Kurttila et al. (2000) used an 

integrated method. This method has been 

used in the research conducted by Stewart et 

al. (2002) and Masozera et al. (2006). The 

application of AHP model is appropriate 

because the integration of qualitative and 

quantitative factors and their analysis are 

provided in one model. The edge is resulted 

from the fact that pair comparisons are 

possible between items and evaluation 

criteria at the same time. This method allows 

a complicated problem to be broken down 

into smaller components and the elements 

could be compared individually and bit by 

bit. The process of hierarchical analysis 

reflects the natural behavior and human 

thinking. This technique studies complicated 
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problems according to their reciprocal 

impact while changing them into a simple 

form to solve (Saaty, 1980).  

The advantage of the AHP method over 

other decision models is that it does not 

require large statistical samples to achieve 

statistically accurate results (Dias and 

Ioannou 1996; Doloi, 2008). Some 

researchers argue that since the AHP method 

is based on expert judgment and on a 

specialized subject, it does not require the 

use of large samples (Lam and Zhao, 1998). 

Other researchers argue that since this 

method is based on expert judgment, even 

judging by a qualified expert is acceptable. 

(Golden et al., 1989; Abudayyeh et al., 

2007; Tavares et al., 2008). In addition, the 

use of large samples in the AHP method 

may be useless and significantly affect the 

level of consistency of judgments. (Cheng 

and Li, 2002). 

 This process works in several steps are as 

follows: 

- Setting target: Our target is determining 

the strategy for partnership of 

Agricultural Bank for the purpose of 

training and elevation of innovation and 

entrepreneurship in agri-sector, upon 

which the name of this study is based.  

- Determining criteria or indices of 

comparison: To determine a decent 

model we need some criteria. To this end, 

the criteria related to the value for money 

are selected. What is meant by value for 

money is that the costs and resources that 

are used for a subject are worth spending, 

so that it leads to the best results. Value 

for money is comprised of three 

components: economical or minimum 

cost; effectiveness, which means doing 

something right; efficacy, which refers to 

doing something in a correct manner. 

- Preferred judgment (pair comparisons): 

At this stage, the pair comparisons of 

various alternatives of decision-making 

based on indices were conducted and, as 

for the importance of decision making 

index through pair comparison, some 

calculations were done. This stage could 

be done by means of consensus and 

brainstorming of experts over any of the 

comparisons or through distribution of 

questionnaire among experts and 

collection of their comments. 

- Calculation of relative weights of criteria: 

Comparison of weights and importance 

of decision making criteria with one 

another is achieved via numerical 

calculations (via software) 

- Merging relative weights and calculation 

of final weights: This step is done for the 

purpose of ranking alternatives of 

decision making. 

- Determining consistency of responses 

and system: The consistency ratio is a 

mechanism that determines the 

consistency of responses. This 

mechanism demonstrates to what extent 

one can trust the priorities of tables. A 

true Consistency Ratio (CR) is calculated 

by dividing the Consistency Index (CI) 

for the set of judgments by the Index for 

the corresponding random matrix. Saaty 

(1980) suggests that if that ratio exceeds 

0.1, the set of judgments may be too 

inconsistent to be reliable. In practice, 

CRs of more than 0.1 sometimes have to 

be accepted. 

Table 1. Entrepreneurship loans of Agricultural Bank between 2019 and 2021 (Billion Rials). 

 Micro projects Macro projects 

Year Number Amount Number Amount 

2019 81321 35969 219 91677 

2020 79486 31876 311 157703 

2021 20800 10428 392 329404 

(Agricultural Bank, 2021). 
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We took three conditions for selection of 

experts. First, specialized knowledge and 

experience in the field of Agricultural Bank 

affairs, especially the ones related to 

education and agriculture. Secondly, 

university degree at Master’s level or higher. 

Thirdly, work experience of a minimum ten 

years. It should be noted that the second and 

third conditions are vital to gain the ranking 

of an expert in public offices. Tsyganok et 

al. (2012) state that there is no specific 

criteria for the minimum acceptable numbers 

of experts to do the analysis of AHP, there is 

no specific criteria. The point here is that the 

level of knowledge and expertise of experts 

is the same, so that the opinions of those 

people who are more knowledgeable and 

have greater expertise should be weighed 

more. However, the qualifications and 

meritocracy and weight of experts will 

decline when the number of team members 

decrease. Under the maximum 20% for 

estimation error and the minimum 30 people 

for team members, the difference among 

experts could be ignored. As for the validity 

and reliability of the questionnaires, in the 

AHP method, the criterion of consistency 

ratio is computed by the software.  

Thus, due to the limited statistical 

population - according to the definition 

provided - all members of the statistical 

population were considered as a sample. 

Therefore, the statistical sample of 30 people 

includes 23 men and 7 women. Six people 

had a doctorate and 24 people had a Master's 

degree. The tool used in this research was 

graphical questionnaire based on AHP, in 

which pair comparison was done for the 

component of SWOT. The software used 

was Export Choice. The analysis sessions 

were held with experts in 2021 spring 

The organization of the later stages of the 

model are as follows:  

In stage one, the idea of the AHP-SWOT 

format of model is formulated at four levels 

(Figure 1). Stage one: Selection of the best 

strategy;  

Stage two: Principal factors for analysis;  

Stage three: Sub-factors of model, that as 

indicated in the figure are, respectively, 5, 4, 

5, and 4 subordinate factors for each of the 

points of strength, weakness, opportunities 

and threats;  

Stage four: Representing the desired 

strategy in this research. 

Then, the matrices of pair comparisons of 

main factors are analyzed by means of peer 

reviews and through the following table via 

the software (Expert Choice) so that the 

vector of weight is achieved. During the pair 

comparisons the consistency should be less 

than 0.1 to have acceptable results.  

 

Figure 1. Integration of AHP and SWOT in a hierarchical tree. 
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RESULTS 

By focusing on the major goals of 

agriculture sector that were referred to in the 

second section, and in order to recognize the 

fields and areas required for education and 

extension, the analysis sessions were held 

with experts and the following points were 

identified. Accordingly, the SWOT matrix 

with subjects regarding strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of 

Agricultural Bank’s presence in the field of 

promotion and education of innovation and 

entrepreneurship in agri sector was 

composed (Table 2).  

At this stage, using the AHP 

questionnaire, first, a comparison is made 

between the three criteria. Then, in pairwise 

comparisons in the framework of AHP, the 

importance of each of the strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats is 

determined, the results of which are 

presented in Table 3. The results of this table 

will be used to determine the absolute and 

relative weights in the following steps 

Selection of Optimum Point in Terms of 

Strength points is done through the 

following matrix: 

OPT(S) = [

               
               
               

] 

After calculation of the weights related to 

each of the strength points, the sum of 

partial weights is calculated, as shown in 

Table 4.  

To calculate the partial Weights, the 

following matrix was used: 

OPT(W)=  

[
 
 
 
 
                         
                         
                         
                         
                         ]

 
 
 
 

 

By calculating each of the weakness 

points, the partial weights were calculated as 

Table 5. 

The next step was calculation of 

Opportunities through the following matrix: 

OPT(O)=  [

                    
                    
                    
                    

] 

The obtained results for partial weights of 

every identified opportunity are shown in 

Table 6. 

And finally, to calculate partial weights in 

terms of Threats, the following matrix was 

formed: 

OPT(T)=  [

                    
                    
                    
                    

] 

The weights calculated for identified 

threats are shown in Table 7. 

As a result, the matrix of strategic 

assessment of the AHP-SWOT analysis is 

represented in Table 8.  

  

Table 2. Summary of SWOT results of meeting with experts. 

Strength  

S1- Having branches all across the country 

S2- Developmental nature of Agricultural Bank 

S3- Trusting the bank as a public organization 

Opportunities 

O1- Innovation in financial area 

O2- International cooperation 

O3- Possible increase of productivity in 

agriculture sector 

O4- Internet impact and cyberspace 

Weakness 

W1- Bureaucratic procedures in the bank 

W2- Restrictions in financial resources 

W3- Weakness in negotiation knowledge 

W4- Weakness in technical know-how associated 

with agri sector 

W5- Lack of required data from former experience 

Threats  

T1- Low investment rate in agriculture 

T2- Low education and old age in farmers 

T3- Complicated issues in intellectual property 

T4- Expanse of small-scale farmlands  
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Table 3. “Relative pair value” of SWOT analysis over the criteria. 

 

Effectiveness Efficiency Economy 
Overall Number 

 

0.384 0.301 0.315  

S 0.265 0.289 0.512 0.35 

W 0.225 0.208 0.162 0.20 

O 0.324 0.196 0.275 0.27 

T 0.186 0.307 0.051 0.18 

CR 0.04 0.07 0.08  

 

Table 4. “Relative weight” of strength factors based on the criteria. 

 

Effectiveness Efficiency Economy Overall number 

 

0.384 0.301 0.315 

 S1 0.654 0.587 0.547 0.60 

S2 0.184 0.195 0.066 0.15 

S3 0.162 0.218 0.388 0.25 

CR 0.06 0.03 0.07  

Table 5. “Relative weight” of weakness factors based on the criteria. 

 

Effectiveness Efficiency Economy Overall number 

 

0.384 0.301 0.315 

 W1 0.025 0.074 0.058 0.05 

W2 0.204 0.362 0.040 0.20 

W3 0.314 0.235 0.472 0.34 

W4 0.273 0.254 0.155 0.23 

W5 0.184 0.075 0.275 0.18 

CR 0.08 0.01 0.03  

 

Table 6. “Relative weight” of opportunity factors based on the criteria. 

 

effectiveness efficiency economy Overall Number 

 

0.384 0.301 0.315 

 
O1 0.251 0.268 0.327 0.28 

O2 0.231 0.229 0.261 0.24 

O3 0.315 0.435 0.311 0.35 

O4 0.203 0.068 0.100 0.13 

CR 0.05 0.09 0.02  

 

Table 7. “Relative weight” of threat factors based on the criteria. 

 

Effectiveness Efficiency Economy Overall number 

 

0.384 0.301 0.315 

 T1 0.075 0.098 0.037 0.07 

T2 0.521 0.483 0.649 0.55 

T3 0.231 0.113 0.087 0.15 

T4 0.173 0.306 0.227 0.23 

CR 0.04 0.02 0.08  
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DISCUSSION  

Based on the analysis of SWOT results, 

four strategy models can be categorized 

(Weihrich, 1982; Gurel, 2017): SO strategy 

(aggressive), WO strategy (competitive), ST 

strategy (conservative), and WT Strategy 

(defensive). At this stage, in a two-

dimensional space consisting of TO and WS 

axes, the optimal point is first found using 

the following equations:   

  ∑( )     ( )           

  ∑( )     ( )           

The optimal point represents the choice of 

SO strategy, which means focusing on 

Strengths and Opportunities.  Analysis of 

AHP-SWOT results indicates the need for 

the bank to emphasize its SO strategy. 

Therefore, the Agricultural Bank must adopt 

aggressive strategies (Figure 2). According  

Table 8. Calculated weights in AHP-SWOT Analysis. 

 Weight Factor Partial weight Total weight 

Strengths 0.35 

S1 0.6 0.21 

S2 0.15 0.0525 

S3 0.25 0.0875 

Weaknesses 0.2 

W1 0.05 0.01 

W2 0.2 0.04 

W3 0.34 0.068 

W4 0.23 0.046 

W5 0.18 0.036 

Opportunities 0.27 

O1 0.28 0.0756 

O2 0.24 0.0648 

O3 0.35 0.0945 

O4 0.13 0.0351 

Threats 0.18 

T1 0.07 0.0126 

T2 0.55 0.099 

T3 0.15 0.027 

T4 0.23 0.0414 

 

 

Figure 2. The location of Optimal Strategy in SW- OT space in SWOT analysis 
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to the findings of this research, the most 

important strengths of the bank and the 

coefficient of importance of each (in 

parentheses) include having branches all 

across the country (0.6), trusting the bank as 

a public institution (0.25), and the 

developmental nature of the bank (0.15). In 

addition, the most important opportunities 

include the possibility of increasing 

productivity in the agricultural sector (0.35), 

innovation in financial area (0.28), 

international cooperation (0.24), and Internet 

impact and cyberspace (0.13).  

Since SO strategies have been identified as 

the bank's priority strategies, solutions based 

on each of the opportunities and strengths 

can achieve the highest value for money for 

the bank. Among these, strategies that use 

the bank branches (highest strength) to 

promote ways to increase entrepreneurship 

and innovation (highest opportunity) will 

have the highest priority. In addition, 

strengthening international cooperation and 

focusing on financial innovation can be part 

of the bank's aggressive strategies. 

Our research makes several contributions 

to the current literature. First, it discusses 

how to design a strategy for a development 

bank to play a role in innovation and 

entrepreneurship in agriculture. Most 

existing studies concentrate on the 

relationship between resources of financial 

institution and the degree of innovation in 

the sector. However, few scholars have 

directly explored the role of financial 

institution in promotion of innovation and 

entrepreneurship in agriculture sector.  

Second, this study Reviews the existing 

literature on education and extension in 

agriculture. According to current literature, 

entrepreneurship is necessary for rural 

development. This study’s analytical results 

further show that a development financial 

institution like Agricultural Bank can play a 

critical role in enhancing innovation of the 

sector by using appropriate strategy based 

on its strength and through identifying 

current opportunities.  

Third, it highlights that the components of 

SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 

and threats) for a development bank (as a 

public partner) can be quantified based on 

value for money criteria including 

effectiveness, efficiency, and economy. 

These criteria are the necessary conditions to 

reach a successful Public Private Partnership 

(PPP) to promote innovation and 

entrepreneurship in agricultural sector.  

 The conclusion of this article provides the 

preferred strategy of the bank to enhance 

education of innovation and 

entrepreneurship in agricultural sector. 

Policymakers should select the appropriate 

strategy based on strengths and available 

opportunities to promote education of 

innovation in the sector. 

Researchers agree that there is no “one-

size fits all” model for agricultural 

development (Birner, et al., 2006). It is also 

the case for extension and education. Each 

country and each public institution has its 

exclusive strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats. This combination 

of SWOT can lead to different strategy for 

different institution. Even the SWOT matrix 

is not constant for Agricultural Bank, and it 

certainly will vary during time and in 

different circumstances. The important 

novelty of this research is that we developed 

a framework in which preferred strategy of 

public institution can be identified. While 

we avoid “one-size fits all” solution to 

promote education in agriculture sector, the 

framework we introduced can be used 

elsewhere. Our finding is in line with Hsu et 

al. (2014) that innovation needs to be 

supported by a high-quality financial 

system. The findings about strategic role of 

Agricultural Bank as a governmental bank is 

also in line with the findings of Onyiriuba et 

al. (2020) and Liu et al. (2021).  

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we identified the preferred 

strategy for partnership of Agricultural Bank 

of Iran (as a public financial institution) to 

promote education of entrepreneurship and 

innovation in agriculture sector. We used 
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expert judgment method to identify the 

strengths, the weaknesses, the opportunities, 

and the threats that Agricultural Bank is 

facing to promote innovation in agriculture 

sector. Then, we used AHP method to 

quantify the SWOT matrix, based on partial 

weights and total weights. Accordingly, for 

the selection of the best partnership strategy 

a questionnaire based on pair comparisons 

was designed. Finally, in a two-dimensional 

space consisting of TO and WS axes, the 

optimal point was identified. Analysis of 

AHP-SWOT results indicates the need for 

the bank to emphasize its SO strategy, which 

means combining the strengths and 

opportunities of the bank. The main 

strengths of the bank with the highest 

priority are having branches across the 

country, trust in the bank as a public 

organization, and developmental nature of 

Agricultural Bank, respectively. The highest 

ranked opportunities of the bank include 

possible increase of productivity in 

agriculture sector, innovation in financial 

area, international cooperation, and Internet 

impact and cyberspace. This conclusion has 

also an important implication for the 

selection of the partner for the bank. In this 

regard, fin-tech companies and international 

development institution are the two main 

types of potential partner for the bank in its 

PPP programs.   

This study extends the existing literature 

on public-private partnership. As the other 

study such as FAO (2016) and Spielman et 

al. (2010) stated earlier, public institution 

can play a vital role in agriculture 

development. This study shows how this 

role can be played.  

This study has important implications for 

both theory and practice. While Onyiriuba et 

al. (2020) discussed about strategic policies 

of governments for financing the sector in 

emerging markets, in this research, we 

designed a theoretical and practical 

framework based on multi decision criteria 

method. This framework is especially 

fruitful when high quality data is insufficient 

in the country.  

This study’s conclusion has important 

implications for both enterprises and 

government policymakers at the practical 

level. Liu et al. (2021) studied the impacts 

of rural financial development on 

agricultural innovation in China. We in this 

study determined how to select the best 

strategy for a rural financial institution.   

 One of the main limitations of this 

research was the lack of comprehensive and 

operational methods and this limitation was 

the motivation and cornerstone of this 

research. Another important limitation was 

the access to specialists with 

interdisciplinary knowledge in the fields of 

agriculture, finance, and education. To 

overcome this limitation, a wider range of 

experts in this field was used. 

International sources such as the World 

Bank (2012) have divided agricultural 

education into four levels, including high 

school /vocational education, university, 

technician, and in-service training. There has 

been extensive discussion in articles and 

reports about which level of intervention is 

more effective. Since the Agricultural Bank 

is inherently a development financial 

institution and not an educational institution, 

the above issues were not addressed in this 

study, but could be a practical issue for 

policy makers in the field of agricultural 

education. After implementing the strategy 

identified in this research, the evaluation and 

effectiveness of this strategy can be one of 

the research and practical issues required by 

the country through cost-effectiveness and 

cost-benefit analysis.  
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نقش بانک کشاورزی برای ارتقای نوآوری و کارآفرینی در بخش  AHP-SWOTتحلیل 
 کشاورزی ایران

 الله حسینی فرج .ج .و س ،محمذی ملک .، انیگجه نصرتی .م

 چکیذه

وقص وهادهای مالی دولت دس آمىصش و تشویج کطاوسصی کمتش مىسد تىجه قشاس گشفته است. دس ایه مقاله اص 
کّمی بشای تعییه استشاتژی مطاسکت باوک کطاوسصی دس آمىصش و تشویج وىآوسی و کاسآفشیىی  SWOTتحلیل 

-مطاسکت عمىمی دس بخص کطاوسصی استفاده ضذ. بشپایه ادبیات مىضىع و تجشبیات جهاوی، چاسچىب
خصىصی مىسد تىجه قشاس گشفت.  بشای ایه مىظىس اص مذلهای تصمیم گیشی چىذ متغیشه استفاده ضذ که دس ایه 

مهمتشیه وقاط قىت باوک و  به کاس گشفته ضذ. عبق یافته های ایه تحقیق  AHPبا   SWOTساستا تشکیب سوش 
(، اعتماد به 6.0سی اص ضعب دس سشاسش کطىس )ضشیب اهمیت هش یک )داخل پشاوتض( عباستىذ اص:  بشخىسدا

(. مهمتشیه وقاط ضعف باوک عباستىذ اص: 0..6ای باوک )( و ماهیت تىسعه0..6باوک به عىىان وهاد دولتی )
(.  مهمتشیه ..6( و محذودیتهای مالی)...6(.  فشآیىذهای بشوکشاتیک)0..6ضعف دس داوص مزاکشات )

-(، همکاسی0..6(، وىآوسی دس حىصه مالی)0..6سی دس بخص کطاوسصی)و فشصتها ضامل امکان افضایص بهشه

( می باضذ. مهمتشیه تهذیذها عباستىذ اص:  ...6( و تاثیشات ایىتشوت و فضای مجاصی)0..6المللی)های بیه
(، مسائل پیچیذه ...6(، هضیىه های باالی مضاسع کىچک)6.00تحصیالت کم و سه باالی کطاوسصان )

-AHP(.  وهایتا تحلیل وتایج 6.60گزاسی دس بخص کطاوسصی )( و وشخ پاییه سشمایه0..6مالکیت معىىی)
SWOT های تهاجمی تىسظ باوک تاکیذ داسد.  دس فضای گشافیکی دو بعذی، بش ضشوست اتخار استشاتژی 
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